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ABSTRACT:  
The difficult and heterogeneous nature of the metamorphic rocks, offer a extensive challenge for the machining of the identical. but, these forms of substances are locating more and more applications in areas ranging from construction materials to home equipment. Very often these require machining operation to have completed merchandise. At present unmarried factor primarily based slicing gear are used for machining. This has the downside of excessive put on price and high temperature at the tip of the reducing tool leading to the untimely failure of the same. previous studies have discovered that, notwithstanding the tough sorts of slicing tool used, the device lifestyles has little improvement when it comes to the machining of rocks. Thus single point cutting tools has got little importance in this scenario. Thus the study focuses on the machining of rocks with multi point cutting tool such as self-propelled rotary cutting tool (SPRT). The enhancement of device existence the use of rotary slicing tool is brought within the nineteenth century [1]. The scope of SPRT has been investigated in face milling operation and reported that rotary tool inserts can be machined at lower temperatures than the stationary inserts [2]. a systematic examine has been conducted to discover the have an effect on of static inclination angles with device existence. It become mentioned that the tool existence is 20 times greater than the end result obtained with stationary gear [3].

A complete look at of chip morphology became finished in rotary reducing tool and changed into claimed that the chip move-sections had been triangular although the interference areas of reduce were approximately square. It indicates the decline in slicing pressure due to the discount of frictional thing within the rotary movement of the cutting side [4]. The excessive speed machining of SiC whisker-bolstered aluminium composites using SPRT had been carried out and the outcomes were located to be hard inside the manufacturing industry [5]. studies become achieved the usage of multitasking lathe on Inconel 718 at 500 m/min to recognise the benefits of rotary cutting device for high-pace dry slicing conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION:  
Presently rocks are used for lots industrial programs. Very frequently those substances require machining operation to have completed product. However machining of rock isn't always an clean assignment. Metamorphic rock is a difficult-to-reduce cloth due to its bodily properties and non-homogenous nature. generally unmarried factor reducing gear are used for machining the equal. It leads to high put on fee and high temperature on the device tip, which causes premature failure of the tool.
It became established that it's far important to select an appropriate inclination perspective, device rotation speed and device diameter in an effort to enable the principle slicing force direction to align with the very best tension direction of an applied rotary device [6-7]. Based on the literature survey in this paper the following aims and objectives were fixed.

- Development of a self-propelled rotary cutting tool for the machining of rock.
- Analysis of the effect of inclination angle of rotary cutting tool on surface finish.
- Analysis of the effect of cutting parameters on surface finish.

2. Mechanism of oblique rotary tool cutting

The SPRT rotates about its axis through the interaction among the tool and painting piece all through chip formation. all through slicing operation static inclination attitude α produce a force issue along the cutting facet which propels and hurries up the tool to an equilibrium tangent pace (Vr) along every point of the cutting side. The reducing part is continuously fed into the reducing region and cyclically exposes a portion of the reducing side and rake face to the chip formation process, as occurs in most conventional techniques, so that the device temperature and device put on can be reduced and device-existence elevated without affecting the metallic removal rate.

The force component along the cutting edge is,

\[ V_r = V_w \sin \alpha \]

\[ V_r = \text{rotary tool tangent Velocity} \]

\[ V_w = \text{work piece velocity} \]

\[ \alpha = \text{inclination angle of the rotary tool.} \]

The axis of self propelled rotary tool turning the tools should be inclined with respect to the work piece axis so that the work piece velocity \( V_w \), propels the tool in the appropriate direction during the chip formation process.

3. Characteristics of rotary tool

The parent shown underneath is an average rotary slicing tool in the shape of a disk that rotates about its personal axis. as a result of the tool spinning, every segment of the tool is only engaged in cutting for a brief time period, observed via a much longer time frame for the reducing part to cool. This results in inherently high cooling functionality. In SPRT reducing process, the spinning movement is accomplished via the interaction between the tool and the chip, which requires the cutting side to be oblique with the reducing velocity (V). The tool rotational pace (Vt) is a characteristic of the reducing speed and the inclination attitude (β) between the axis of the work piece and axis of tool inserts. glaringly, the inclination attitude β is very essential since it determines the SPRT cutting performance.

![Figure 2: Schematic diagram of self-driven rotary tool during machining.](image)

3.1 Tool geometry

The threshold inclination attitude (α) determines the relative reducing velocity (Vr), relative chip flow speed (Vcr), strength consumption, reducing temperature, the degree of chip formation and the unit...
slicing forces and many others. So it has were given a good sized effect at the life of rotary gear, and simplest a little impact at the fixed circular inserts. The increase in inclination angle (α) purpose variant of the powerful running angles along the curved slicing aspect reasons exacerbate fatigue troubles. hence optimising the edge inclination angle (α) is a hard task in SPRT machining system. The impacts of the effect of device insert diameter on device lifestyles are:

A larger insert will have longer cutting edge and less intensive tool wear. Radius of the tool inversely proportional to tool contact angle which eliminates the variation of the working angles along the arc. This slows down the rotational speed, lowers the fluctuation of strain and stress and reduces the tendency for fatigue wear. The rake and clearance angles of the insert influence the working rake angle, heat capacity of the cutting edge and friction between the flank face and the machined surface.

3.2 Structure and design of SPRT
In structural layout, the rotary device should be easy and have a compact structure because of the space difficulty of the device devices. Enough stiffness ought to also be furnished to prevent the tool from undergoing deflection and vibration. In production, the rotary tool need to be precisely fabricated and easy to bring together. Dynamic runout of the rotary insert should be minimized. A huge range of rotary speeds of the insert and sufficient pushed torque must be confident, so that the rotary velocity can be adjusted to achieve most beneficial operating situations.

The device geometry must be selected on the way to attain the largest feasible depths of reduce, feed charge, strong reducing, advanced floor finish, low relative reducing velocity (Vr) and occasional reducing temperature. Use of excessive nose radius, immoderate walking clearance of the bearing and eccentricity of the round slicing aspect may want to purpose chatter all through machining, this can be removed the use of the smallest viable insert, increase in part inclination and reduction of the eccentricity of the round insert.

4. Experimental setup

4.1 Centre lathe
The experimental setup includes an Indian made centre lathe LB-25 (HMT). Various machining conditions can be set by changing the inclination angle of the rotary cutting tool and also by changing the various cutting parameters on the lathe. The experimental setup includes an Indian made centre lathe LB-25 (HMT). Various machining conditions can be set by changing the inclination angle of the rotary cutting tool and also by changing the various cutting parameters on the lathe. Authors are free to extend the main body text and sections as appropriate with suitable section/subsections. Do not include unnecessary spaces or indentations between or within paragraphs, sections or subsections other than what have been included in this template. Do not use additional styles or font settings other than the used. Please refer the Table1 for further details on font styles and sizes.

Figure 3: Experimental set-up

4.2. Tool holder
A rotary device holder as proven in determine, four became designed and fabricated for these experiments. MS- flat having a thickness of 6.35mm and width of 75mm is used to make the tool holder. The tool holder includes 2 elements related each other using a nut and bolt. the primary part of the device holder can firmly constant on the device post of the lathe, for that a through hole having diameter 24 mm is provided on the top and bottom face of the MS flat, some other through hollow having diameter 15 mm is provided at the vertical facets of the 2 pieces, a bolt may be inserted on those holes and using a nut we will firmly tight those components.
A small hole having diameter 6 mm is made on the just above the huge hollow for putting the indexing pin. The second component consists of the indexing holes and it holds the rotary insert. Indexing bracket enables converting inclination attitude from 0 to 420 in a step of 140.

![Figure 4: Rotary tool holder](image)

After setting a specific inclination angle, the indexing bracket can be located by the locating pin and clamped using the clamping screw during experiments.

4.2. Rotary carbide insert
A carbide insert d having a thickness of 6 mm, outer diameter 16 mm, and inner diameter 6.5 mm is taken for conducting the experiments. Clearance angle of 100 is given over the circumference of the rotary insert. There is no rake angle is provided at the surface of the rotary insert.

![Figure 5: Rotary carbide insert](image)

4.3. Properties of metamorphic rock
Rocks are generally characterized by properties such as porosity, specific gravity, thermal conductivity etc. But uni-axial compressive strength is considered as the basic property denoting the strength of a rock.

![Figure 6: Metamorphic rock –Specimen](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength</td>
<td>120 MPa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasivity</td>
<td>Class 3(highly Abrasive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>65(HRF) – 6 (Mohs’ scale)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Properties of metamorphic rock**

SPRT with a tendency angle from 0 to 420 in a step of a hundred and forty become used to hold the machining tests on metamorphic rock paintings piece. The paintings piece became within the form of fifty mm diameter and a hundred and seventy mm period. desk.1 indicates the residences of metamorphic rock.

**Mineralogy:**
The rock consists of quartz, felpspar, mica (biotite) and hornblende.

**Texture:**
The characteristic gneissocity is due to the alternative layers of quartzo feldspathic minerals and mafic minerals. Round insert of sixteen mm outer diameter became used in this investigation. The spindle speeds had been in the rage of 50 to 250 rpm. The intensity of cut of .25 mm and feed charge (0.069 mm/ rev) changed into stored steady. The dispositions perspective 00, one hundred forty, 280 and 420 are selected. Following each cut, the surface finish obtained turned into measured using a TR 200 handheld roughness tester. The display (Ra) variety of this tester varies from 0.half µ m ~ 16 µ m.
5. Results and discussions

5.1. Surface finish

The experimental result using a SPRT and unmarried point carbide tool is shown inside the tables given underneath. It's far found that better floor end is obtained at increased reducing speed and one hundred forty is the better inclination attitude of the cutting tool compared to the opposite inclinations. For all of the experimental trials better floor end is received at one hundred forty inclination angle. Compared to the single factor cutting tool the surface end is slightly less for rotary cutting equipment, however when tool existence is taken into consideration rotary slicing tools will provide greater benefits over unmarried factor reducing tools. And also higher floor finish is received at maximum cutting pace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL NO.</th>
<th>Cutting speed (cm/sec)</th>
<th>Depth of cut (mm)</th>
<th>Inclination Angle (degrees)</th>
<th>Surface finish (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.467</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.467</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.467</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.467</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41.867</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.867</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.867</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.867</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7.951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of inclination angle on surface finish is represented in Fig. 7. The trails were conducted at constant feed and depth of cut whereas cutting speed was selected in four levels.

5.2. Tool wear

The device flank put on predominantly occurs in multi-factor reducing equipment. The floor end of the work piece to be machined primarily relies upon upon the quantity of flank put on. So the tool wear has great impact on device life and the floor end in the rotary device reducing technique. The tool put on can for that reason be selected as one of the major parameters to examine surface roughness. Also the direct effect or mixture and interaction impact of the enter parameters, specifically velocity, feed and depth of cut on the output response is research.
5. Conclusion:
An experimental research of difficult turning of metamorphic rock the use of SPRT is supplied. The device performance is analyzed and longer tool existence become acquired in the course of machining with SPRT in comparison with fixed gear below the identical reducing situations. The self-propelled movement of the insert become seriously monitored. it's far identified that speed of the insert is linearly proportional to the reducing pace. Exhaustive research have no longer been said in the machining of rock the use of rotary cutting tool. Experiments have been performed to optimize the inclination attitude of the rotary slicing tool. Adopting floor finish as a criterion, it's miles observed that one hundred forty inclination attitude is found to be most desirable for a rotary slicing device. The microscopic evaluation of machined surfaces obtained within the experimental trials shows ‘Flank put on’ as the foremost mode of device wear in the SPRT machining operation of metamorphic rock.
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